
STORYTELLING & SOCIAL MEDIA 
FOR ADVOCACY

Introduce yourselves in the chat box!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start by 11:01



Agenda

• Intro to Storytelling
• Key Elements
• Calls to Action
• Uses for Stories
• RBFB Approach
• Guidelines, Tips, and Tricks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 min (11:05)INTRO (BECKY)  - Thanks for joining us again! I’m Becky Gruhl, Director of Agency Partnerships here at River Bend Food Bank. Today I’m joined by advocacy consultant - Annisa Wanat, and our Marketing & Strategic Communications Manager - Liz Dierolf. Based on survey results we chose storytelling for advocacy as today’s webinar topic.  This will be a broad introduction to provide an overview on the topic, give you some guidance on how to get started telling stories through your communication channels, and answer your questions about storytelling for advocacy efforts. With that, I’ll turn it over to Annisa to introduce us all to storytelling.Intro to  Storytelling - ANNISAElements  - - ANNISAGoals - - ANNISAOutlets - - ANNISARBFB Approach - - LIZGuidelines, Tips, and Tricks - - LIZQuestions / Discussion



Intro to Storytelling
• Historical meaning
• Nonprofits

– Storytelling is a tool/tactic. 
It’s a powerful a way to 
connect with our audience 
(neighbors, volunteers, 
donors) to explain our 
mission and/or successes 
and to inspire action.  

• Examples?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 min (11:10)Lets be honest - “Storytelling” is the new buzzword in the last couple years - what do we mean by it?  It's different than marketing and communications, but can be used by these teams (and many others).Historically - included fiction “once upon a time” (to entertain) and nonfiction “I have a dream” (call to action)Included - orals histories of civilizations and cultures, a way to explain why things are the way they are “why do mosquitoes buzz in people's ears”, origin stories for politicians, myths/legendsNO MATTER THE PURPOSE - ALL have in common CommunicationEmotionExplain / Influence behaviorFOR NONPROFITS - Storytelling is a tool/tactic. It’s a powerful a way to connect with our audience (neighbors, volunteers, donors) to explain our mission and/or successes and to inspire action.  “Old School” - ASPCA pictures of abused animals, or starving children in Africa“New School” - Humans of NY (I thank/blame them for the phrase “storytelling”,  Make a Wish ,  3 others that get Kudos includeCharity: waterAs the name indicates, this nonprofit organization is dedicated towards providing safe and clean water with the help of donations for underserved people all over the world. Charity: water does not simply tell its audience what they do; they share personal and emotional true stories from their field about what it is like to get clean drinking water for the first time, accompanied by real and vivid imagery.Feeding AmericaTeam RubiconTeam Rubicon is an international non-governmental organization founded by U.S. Marines William McNulty and Jacob Wood that not just helps rehabilitate veterans back into civilian life, it offers support in times of natural disasters. https://www.givingloop.org/blog/3-heartwarming-examples-of-non-profit-storytelling/https://www.facebook.com/humansofnewyork/posts/6253531318054249



Key Elements
• Authentic 
• Evokes Emotions / Senses

– Images / Infographics
– Videos
– Descriptive Prose

• Answers “Wh-” Questions
– Data
– Results

• Call to Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 min (11:14)AuthenticEvokes Emotion / Senses (all 5 senses)Images / InfographicsVideos - one thing that is nice, is don’t need to be produced anymore, just your phone will doDescriptive ProseAnswers “Wh-” QuestionsDataResultsCall to ActionLook at this picture here - Any suggestions for copy if it were a FB post?Mya gets a watermelon because her grandma needs help - please donate to help more families like Mya’sORMya excitedly brings home fresh fruit from the food pantry so the family can take grandma on a picnic for the first time in almost a year. Will you donate to make more family reunions like this possible?Young Mya volunteers at the food pantry with her dad, will you?ORMya is volunteering at the food bank for the first time! Father wanted her to understand what it means to give back - she excelled in watermelon stacking and will come back again next week. Will you join her?



Calls to Action

• Donate
• Volunteer
• Sign up for 

newsletter
• Award a grant
• Engage on 

social media
• What else?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 min (11:17)How is this image telling a story? You save money shopping on Black Friday - so use that savings to help others - and buy a goat with what you saved to help 8 children get the milk they need every day.I LOVE infographics, mostly because I am really bad at them so I am jealous - but this tells a nice story. Infographic - https://www.heifer.org/about-us/news/press/press-releases/heifer-international-calculates-your-black-friday-and-cyber-monday-savings-into-power-over.html



• Donation Requests
– Thank Yous

• Social Media
– FaceBook
– LinkedIn
– YouTube

• Newsletters
• Grants / Proposals
• Websites
• Marketing Materials
• Letters to the Editor

Uses for Stories 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 min (11:25)THIS IS A BIG LIST (NO particular order) - DON’T EVEN TRY to do all of these (few organizations do).  IF YOU ARE NEW - PICK ONE (Facebook or LI - Some ppl like FB the most - flashy, I prefer LI because the people there are more serious and less competition, BUT use FB as well….)IF THEY ASK - Twitter, Insta, TikTok as less important for nonprofits right now (although Insta is growing…. and for political nonprofits, Twitter is important)Sometimes take one story and just put it into different forms - thinking about the audience and CTARemember best think about social - is you can share stuff created for other Infographic fromhttps://feedingamericawi.org/about-us/our-work/our-impact/infographics/#iLightbox[postimages]/0



How We Advocate Through 
Storytelling

• Stories of volunteers, donors, guests in 
newsletters, on website/social media

• Sharing stories from Feeding America, 
other food banks/pantries

• Using stories in grant applications/reports
• Including quotes from guests, volunteers, 

donors in Letters to the Editor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 min (11:27)LIZThanks, Annisa - here are some ways River Bend Food Bank takes stories to use as part of our advocacy work. We use a variety of communication channels to make sure the message we want to convey reaches the audience who needs to see it. 



Education, Thanks for Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min (11:30)LIZThis example is a short blurb from our upcoming summer donor newsletter - again, more education but also an advocacy “thank you” to our legislators and anyone else who helped lend their voice to the effort of removing sales tax obligations from food banks in Iowa



Call-to-Action for Involvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min (11:31)LIZSharing a trusted organization’s content is a great way to tell stories when you don’t have a staff or volunteer to help create your own. It also helps show the scope of your community partnerships. In this example, we shared a post by Feeding America that draws attention to how many veterans face hunger in the U.S. and how people can help - their message has the elements we talked about earlier: evokes emotion by sharing an image of the person they describe; answers the question of why he/his family needs help, where/how he’s getting support; messages the need/issue (there are many veterans needing help); gives a clear call-to-action to get involved.



River Bend Food Bank’s Advocacy 
Guidelines

• Never supporting a party or candidate
• Always nonpartisan
• Always directly related to hunger relief
• Message around issues whenever 

possible, focus on specific legislation only 
if it is anti-hunger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min (11:31)LIZReiterate RBFB’s position on advocating - how board drives what we share/promote and organizations need to have that conversation with their leadership ahead of advocacy efforts



Important Planning to Do:

• Follow your organization’s guidelines for 
advocacy efforts when sharing the story

• Choose the communication platform(s) based on 
audience and intended outcome

• Write the person’s story with dignity
• Make sure each person in a story has signed a 

model release form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 min (11:36)LIZFirst, when you’re looking at using a story another organization has shared or you’re creating your own, make sure you do so within the guidelines your organization has established or parameters you’ve agreed on are bestNext, as Annisa mentioned earlier, choosing the channel to distribute your message can be overwhelming with social media, so a strategic way to start from the beginning is to first understand who the audience is you’re trying to communicate with and where those people are for your organization - this COULD be social media, likely Facebook or Instagram if you’re trying to connect with older, established folks who could donate or volunteer, but you also should consider what other channels you currently have and whether your audience will be more receptive to reading a story in a printed newsletter, as a letter from your CEO (electronic or print), in the newspaper as a letter to the editor. Thinking about WHERE you will share your story will help determine HOW you tell it and what information and images you need. *Always best to get as much info and as many images/video as you can, then take the story and edit it in different ways for different platformsWhen you’re writing or communicating the story, make sure to do so with dignity. This means portraying the subject as a human person with a challenge that has been or needs to be met, avoiding writing the subject as a victim and your organization or a donor as the “hero,” and using strength-based language when talking about the person. Strength-based means using words like “person experiencing hunger” rather than “hungry person” and “person facing homelessness” instead of “homeless person.” This simple language shift helps your audience see that the people you serve are more than just the issue they’re dealing with and that they are strong individuals who deserve support in a time of needLastly, If you are using a photo or video you have taken of a person, the individual needs to sign a consent form for you to share publicly - this includes using a quote and attributing it by first and last name (if you use the quote anonymously or just use first name, you do not necessarily need a signed form). We have a template that I’ll include in the follow-up email as part of some resource materials that you all can use, and it will go on our Agency Zone in the Forms & Resources area.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’d like to answer any questions you might have. You can either type a question into the chat box or unmute yourself to speak. Liz, do we have any questions from the chat to address? (LIZ will read chat questions or call on anyone who unmutes and looks like they want to speak  ;) )



THANK YOU!

1. Reach out to Becky at 
bgruhl@riverbendfoodbank.org or 563-345-
6490, ext. 217

2. Check out the Agency Zone on our website for 
forms, resources, and helpful materials

3. Stay tuned for more webinars in the future!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BECKYThank you all for joining us today and thank you, Annisa and Liz, for sharing this great information with us. If anyone has any questions after the webinar ends, please feel free to reach out to me - my contact info is on the screen - and you’ll all receive the recording of this webinar along with supporting materials early next week. The recording and materials will also be linked on our Agency Zone so you can access them whenever you need. Thank you, and we hope to see you all for more Advocacy webinars in the future!

mailto:bgruhl@riverbendfoodbank.org
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